
Artwork Release

This artwork release is made by CUSTOMER, CLIENT

_____________________________________________________, an individual (the "Owner"), in favor

of LOVELY LITTLE LADIES CORPORATION, DBA LOVELY LITTLE LADIES SALON, SPA &

CELEBRATIONS, DBA, LOVELY LITTLE LADIES SPA ON THE GO , DBA, LOVELY LITTLE

LADIES BEAUTY BASICS AND ALL ASSOCIATED AFFILIATES, a(n) California Corporation (the "

Filmmaker").

1. PERMISSION TO USE ARTWORK.

The Filmmaker may photograph, reproduce, and use (the "Use") a photo, media, and video entitled Multi-

Media Moving and Still] (the "Artwork") for the purpose of making and distributing a independent film

tentatively entitled Lovely Little Ladies (the "Film"). The Owner grants the Filmmaker any further rights

that may be required to effectuate the Use and understands that the Filmmaker will proceed in express

reliance on this release.

2. RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS.

The Filmmaker shall solely own all interest in the Film and promotional material for the Film, including

all copyrights. The Owner will have no ownership or other rights, including rights of inspection or

approval, in or to the Film. The Filmmaker shall have the right to distribute, exhibit, market, advertise,

publicize, and otherwise exploit the Film, including any images of the Artwork, by any title, in all media,

now known or unknown, in perpetuity, throughout the world (the "Exploitation"). Nothing in this release

obligates the Filmmaker to (a) cause the Exploitation, (b) pay any money with respect to the Exploitation,

or (c) use the Artwork in the Film in a certain manner or at all.

3. RELEASE.

The Owner hereby releases the Filmmaker from any liability arising from the Use, including that based on

invasion of privacy or publicity, defamation, or copyright.



4. OWNER'S REPRESENTATIONS.

The Owner hereby represents that:

(a) it is the sole owner of the copyright in the Artwork and has the full power, to enter into this release

and to grant the Use for the Film;

(b) the Filmmaker's exercise of the rights under this release will not infringe any copyrights or violate any

third party's rights, and no third-party permissions are required to grant the Use for the Film; and

(c) the rights granted under this release are not subject to any litigation or encumbered in anyway that

would interfere with the Filmmaker's full enjoyment of the rights.

[SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWS]



The Owner is signing this release on the date stated opposite its signature.

Date: ______________________ By:_______________________________________________

Name: Customer, Client _______________________________________

n/a________________________________________

n/a______________________________________, California 00000

Social Security Number:______________________________



EXHIBIT A

Include a photograph of the Artwork here


